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Flipping the Biology Class with Wikis
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Wikis provide several advantages for the biology classroom. As an online space, a biology class wiki helps students 
engage each other, the class content, and the instructor in a medium that they are comfortable with. Wikis also 
help flip a classroom by shifting the transfer of course content from the classroom to the Internet. Wikis organize 
a classroom, promote student collaborations, brainstorming, note taking, and project-based learning, and encour-
age students to create multimedia documents that use text, image, sound, video, and hyperlinks to communicate. 
Finally, wikis are easy.
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 In a May 14, 2011, article, the Ottawa Citizen reported on 
a study at the University of British Columbia that compared 
traditional lecture courses to interactive courses based on the 
“teaching techniques being promoted by Nobel Prize [win-
ning physicist] Carl Wieman.” The study compared two, 
very large introductory physics courses: one taught lecture-
style by a charismatic UBC professor with more than thirty 
years of teaching experience and one taught interactive style 
by a post-doctoral researcher and a graduate student, both 
with limited teaching experience. Both classes had more 
than 200 students. The students in the interactive class 

“were asked to do readings and put the new knowl-
edge to work when they got to class, where they 
brainstormed in small groups…There was no for-
mal lecture in the hour-long classes, but [the in-
structors] provided guidance and answered ques-
tions.”

 Finally, all students were given the same exam, and the in-
teractive group had an average score of 74% while the lec-
ture group scored 41%. Attendance in the interactive class 
increased by 20%. UBC is convinced of the efficacy of the 
interactive methods and is working to transition all its first-
year physics courses to the new style. 
 As the University of British Columbia has discovered, we 
are in a technological revolution that is changing the roles 
and habits of professors, students, and universities. Our stu-
dents connect differently, talk differently, and learn differ-
ently. Consequently, we must teach differently, or we risk 
that most grievous fate for any instructor, irrelevance, as 
students go elsewhere to find educational experiences that 
speak to them in a way they can understand. 
 In her study of using wikis in the college classroom, Cole 
(2009:141) notes “an increasing awareness that students are 

now entering Higher Education (HE) with a different range 
of backgrounds and skills sets to ‘traditional’ university 
students.” In his essay Teaching Generation NeXt: A Peda-
gogy for Today’s Learners, Taylor (2010) notes that today’s 
students “are different, and different kinds of learners, than 
anyone [in] higher education has experienced in the past, and 
there is ample evidence of a growing divide and mismatch 
between faculty and students in teaching and learning”. Ac-
cording to Taylor, these students have very different prepara-
tion for higher education and different expectations of higher 
education than did students before them. Their “consumer 
orientation, esteem and importance issues, and use of tech-
nology are challenging traditional educational practices.” 
 But we professors hardly need research to tell us that our 
students are changing. We need only note the number of stu-
dents busily texting and tweeting during our most important 
lectures to know that something is amiss, and we may agree 
with Taylor that “if the traditional methods are not bringing 
about the traditional results with these [new] learners, [then] 
better approaches must be considered.” 
 In this paper, we propose a couple of changes that any 
professor can make that will turn the most content-centered 
science course into a student-centered learning experience 
that can appeal to even the most hard-core Gen NeXt stu-
dent. Everything used in this article is open and free, aside 
from your time, and it has all been tested and proven to work. 
We know that you can do it, because we did it. We know that 
it works, because it worked for us.

Our Experience 

 Located in Albany, GA, Albany State University is a re-
gionally accredited, historically black university that serves 
the needs of rural, southwest Georgia for higher education. 
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information to students outside of class, primarily over the 
Internet, and then apply that information in the classroom or 
lab, where the instructor can help students having problems 
with the new information. Pink (2010) says that “flipped-
thinking [is] the new buzz word sweeping the US,” and Tay-
lor (2010) insists that flipping a classroom is one of the key 
strategies for working with Gen NeXt students. He explains: 

“Too much time in most classes is spent delivering 
content; time that can be better spent helping stu-
dents actively identify the uses of the content, learn 
skills, or identify why the learning matters to them. 
This model moves faculty from the traditional ped-
agogy of delivering content in class and expecting 
students to apply it out of class, to moving the con-
tent out of class and facilitating the application of 
content under the guidance of the professor during 
class.” (2010:193) 

 Traditionally, instructors have transmitted new informa-
tion to students in the classroom, primarily through lectures 
and demonstrations, and then asked students to apply the 
new information in homework outside the classroom. In this 
traditional model of instruction, however, the instructor is 
not available when the student needs help. In contrast, the 
flipped model of instruction leverages the power of the In-
ternet – the most powerful communication tool humanity 
has yet invented – to deliver instruction, and reserves the 
classroom for active application of the new information un-
der the watchful eye of the instructor, who functions more as 
a concierge or curator than as the sole source of knowledge 
and wisdom. 
 Our experience, then, suggests that wikis are an excellent 
mechanism for shifting from a content centered class to a 
student centered class that engages students and that helps 
instructors to transition from being the sage on the stage to 
becoming the guide on the side.

Problems with Wikis 

 You may be wondering about intentional or accidental 
damage to your syllabus in particular and your class wiki 
site in general. Fortunately, this seldom happens as most wi-
kis have built-in safeguards. First, wikis have varying levels 
of privileges. For instance, Google Sites has three levels of 
users:  

1. Owner: only this user can invite and approve new us-
ers to the site, modify the overall structure of the site, 
and review the history of the site. Most instructors 
will reserve owner status for themselves alone. 

2. Editor: these users can add, delete, and edit material
on the site.

3. Viewers: these users can only view the site.

 Next, wikis have different levels of visibility on the Web. 
A Google Sites wiki can be publicly available for anyone to 

Albany State has developed a Quality Enhancement Plan 
(QEP) to improve a specific aspect of our students’ learning 
environment. Our QEP focuses on our students’ abilities to 
write well in a technological environment. This past year, ten 
of my colleagues and I completed a yearlong study of how 
we might use online writing as a tool to enhance our students’ 
learning. Much of this paper follows from that study and in-
class experimentation. 
 Each of our QEP courses used an online wiki to facilitate 
student writing and learning. A wiki is a collaborative web-
site that invites participation, creation, and editing by multiple 
people; thus, an instructor can open a wiki and invite students 
in to collaborate. A number of open, usually free wiki services 
are available on the Web, including Wikidot, PBWorks, and 
Wikispaces; however, we chose to use Google Sites. It is free, 
and a Google account gives users access to lots of free Google 
tools that complement and support a wiki site. 
 One of the first benefits of a wiki is the sense of collabora-
tion that it creates. This is also one of the most difficult in-
structional aspects for instructors to master when they begin 
using a wiki, because instructors usually think of collabora-
tion as something students do with each other, but not with 
teachers. This is unfortunate, because on a wiki, students 
can build, or at least help build, the class calendar, class an-
nouncements, class notes, links to outside resources such blog 
posts, scholarly essays, topical news items, videos, images, 
and data. Students can create vocabulary lists, tutorials, dis-
cussion forums, and more. They can provide peer reviews for 
each other’s written work.  Students can add their important 
dates to the class calendar.
 This collaboration between instructor and students has two 
immediate benefits: 
 First, it reduces the instructor’s burden for creating all the 
content on the wiki. Instructors should turn over the bulk of 
the work to the students. After all, they are the ones doing 
the learning. Remember, learning is more a result of actively 
creating content rather than passively reading the content 
the instructor supplies. The instructor provides a focus and 
a framework. Most of the content can and should come from 
the students, and they will enjoy it. 
 Second, collaboration changes the relationship of the in-
structor to the student. No longer is the instructor the sole 
source of all knowledge in the classroom; rather, the instruc-
tor becomes the expert collaborator and guide, and the student 
is forced to assume a more active role in his/her own learning, 
a welcome pedagogical shift.  
 A wiki quickly becomes the nerve center for a class, pull-
ing together the class policies, procedures, communications, 
material, and work. Most of the class wikis we created had a 
section for the syllabus, class announcements, assignments, 
class calendar, and class resources. The instructor supplies 
much of this material, but even here, students can contribute. 
A wiki, then, is a wonderful way to shift the focus of a class 
from the teacher’s content to the students’ learning. 
 It is also an easy way to start flipping a class. A flipped class 
is built on the simple idea that instructors should transmit new 
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edit or merely to view, or it can be restricted so that only reg-
istered users can view or edit. The owner of the wiki controls 
these features, determining not only who can edit the site, 
but also who can even see the site. 
 Third, wikis track everything done on the site and stamp 
each modification with the user name, the date, and the time. 
Only the owner of the site has access to this information; 
thus, the owner can immediately identify the source of any 
erroneous or malicious material. Knowing that everything 
they do is made radically explicit on the class wiki deters 
most students from any wayward behavior. None of the 
eleven faculty members in our cohort this past year reported 
problems with student graffiti or sabotage. 
 Finally, wikis maintain a complete history of all edits and 
allow the owner to immediately revert any edit to a previous 
state.  Knowing that all errors and malicious edits can be 
returned to an earlier state gives most instructors the confi-
dence they need to work online with students. In short, then, 
while a determined and knowledgeable student can wreak 
havoc on a wiki – just as they can in a classroom – an atten-
tive instructor can always mitigate the damage and identify 
the perpetrator for corrective action. 
 A second troubling question you may have is: what if I 
build it and no one comes? In her early explorations with a 
class wiki, Cole (2009:144) found that many of her students 
would not voluntarily engage a class wiki by participating in 
online discussions. She notes that there are several reasons 
why:  

“First, although students possess the easy familiar-
ity with Internet technology that characterizes them 
as “digital natives” (Prensky, 2001), some form of 
instructional scaffolding is required. … A second 
point of interest is the significant number of students 
that were reluctant to publish Web-based material 
for peer-group review. … [Finally,] there must be 
a balance between the cost (time invested learning 
and using the new technology) and the benefits (en-
gagement, interest and improved learning). … It is 
not enough to simply add a Wiki into a course with 
a traditionally designed content and expect students 
to automatically participate. Rather, course content 
needs to be explicitly redesigned around Wiki use.”

 Cole notes several issues with student engagement that 
are fortunately all addressable – first, and foremost, by the 
instructor’s use of the wiki. In our own classes this past year, 
the class wiki was where students found the syllabus, the 
class assignments, the class calendar, class announcements, 

and other housekeeping resources. If a student wanted to 
know what was going on in the class, then they went to the 
wiki. Thus, the wiki began to perform a role once occupied 
solely by the syllabus. The wiki became the place where stu-
dents submitted their work: lab reports, research papers, and 
other documents. In short, if the student wanted to partici-
pate in the class, then they had to visit the class wiki. 
 However, what about participation in online discussions? 
Students are busy people who will prioritize their engage-
ments with a class depending on their specific goals. For 
most students, earning a satisfactory grade is goal number 
one; thus, they are not likely to do anything that does not di-
rectly contribute to earning a good grade. As did Prof. Cole, 
some of my colleagues last year learned that students are 
reluctant to engage open, ungraded discussions. They don’t 
see enough benefit in it. Those of us who gave credit for par-
ticipation found that students would show up and participate, 
often exceeding our expectations. 
 But for some students, online discussions carry too much 
risk, especially if they are not confident of their knowledge 
or their writing. They do not want to be evaluated publicly. 
This is a genuine concern; therefore, we graded online dis-
cussions on the basis of participation, not content. However, 
we did more than change grading practices; we also changed 
the way we engaged student conversation. Rather, than act-
ing as the ever-present, rigorous evaluator of student ideas 
and writing, we talked to the students about their ideas, help-
ing them explore their thoughts and their take on the class 
content and suggesting new directions or connections when 
necessary. Wiki discussions are more relaxed and open, more 
conversational, and nothing destroys a conversation quicker 
than a strict schoolmarm ready to whack a student’s knuckles 
every time he/she makes a mistake. Under that public cen-
sure, few students will talk. 
 Another benefit of participation grades is that it reduc-
es our grading burden. A successful online discussion can 
generate a great deal of writing, and none of us instructors 
have time to formally grade all of that writing. A participa-
tion grade tells the student that the instructor knows that 
they showed up, engaged the conversation, and earned class 
credit without burdening either the student with public em-
barrassment or the instructor with too much grading. It’s a 
win-win. 
 But the student engagement problem was equally well 
addressed by the instructor’s participation in the conversa-
tion. In other words, a successful online discussion requires 
more of the instructor than a clever discussion prompt. The 
instructor must engage in the conversation.
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1. Sign in to Google Sites

• Point your web browser to: sites.google.com & log-
in with your Google account username & password.

• After you log in, Google Sites lists all the wikis that
you own or to which you have access. On your first
visit, you will likely have none listed.

Notes for the Instructor
How to Build a Wiki

 The following instructions take you step-by-step through 
creating a wiki using Google Sites. As we mentioned above, 
there are other wiki sites available on the Net, and while each 
wiki service has slightly different commands and keystrokes, 
the setup procedures will be similar. 
 Google Sites is a wiki service, and a wiki is, as Wikipedia 
says, “a website that allows the easy creation and editing of 
any number of interlinked web pages via a web browser.” 
If you have a Google account (for instance, GMail), then 
you already have access to Google Sites. If you don’t have a 
Google account, then you must get one. It is free and easy to 
attain.

2. Create a New Site

• Creating a new website is very easy; thus, it is
tempting to jump right in. However, we find that the
process usually goes better with a bit of planning.
Our favorite method is to use a blank sheet of paper
or some 4x6 notecards and a pencil to sketch the
various pages and how they relate to each other. Of
course, Google Sites is so easy to work with and so
forgiving a tool that you can design as you create.

• On the Sites home page, click the Create new site
button at the top left hand side of the page.

• On the Create new site page, add the information
about your new class site (see Figure 3):
 ◦ Select a template for your wiki—for instance,
the Classroom site. Google Sites has thousands 
of templates to choose from, and you can change 
your template later if your first choice doesn’t 
meet your needs.  

 ◦ Name your site something unique using ONLY 
alphanumeric characters. Remember, you are cre-
ating a Web URL, which must be unique. For in-
stance, you might name your new site after your 
class: Malik BIO 999. 

 ◦ Enter the captcha to prove to Google that you are 
a real human being. 

 ◦ Press the Create site button. 
• Google Sites will create your new wiki site and dis-

play it for you.

3. Edit Your New Site’s Pages

• Depending on the template that you chose, Sites
will create a new site with a variety of different
pages already linked together to form a coherent
website and populated with placeholder text, im-
ages, and video. Your first job is to navigate to each
page and replace the placeholder text and images
with your own text and images.

Figure 1. The Google Sites sign in window.

Figure 2. The Google Sites window.

Figure 3. The Google Sites Create new site window.
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• To edit the text on the page, click the Edit page but-
ton in the upper right hand corner of the site window 
to enter Edit mode. 

• In Edit mode, Sites’ displays an Edit bar with stan-
dard editing tools that should be mostly familiar to 
you.

• In Edit mode, you can add, delete, and edit text, add 
images and videos, and create links to other wiki 
pages or to other pages on the Web.  

• Be sure to click the Save button when you finish ed-
iting a page. 

Figure 5. The Google Sites Edit page button.

4. Share Your New Site

Before your students can participate in your new class site, 
you must invite them to the site as collaborators.  

• In View mode on any wiki page, click the More ac-
tions popup menu in the upper right-hand corner of 
the window and select Site permissions.

• On the Sharing settings window, enter into the Add 
People field the email addresses of those you want 
to collaborate with you on your wiki – for instance, 
your students. Be mindful to set their privileges to 
Can Edit. Now students can make controlled chang-
es to the class wiki–changes controlled by you, the 
Owner.  

Figure 6. The Google Sites Edit menu bar.

• Sites will display a second window where you can 
create an email message to explain your new site. 
You might, for instance, remind people that they 
will need to log into your new site with a valid 
Google account. 

• After Sites has sent the invitation, it will add the 
new names to the list of collaborators on your site. 

• Also note, that by default, your wiki site is Public 
on the web. If you wish to change access to your 
site, then click the Change button.

The Visibility options window lists three levels of access: 
• Public on the web, which means that anyone can ac-

cess your site without signing-in. By default, these 
viewers cannot make changes to your site. 

• Anyone with the link, which means that people can-
not search for your site, but if they have the link, 
then they can view your site without signing-in. 
As with the first access level, these viewers cannot 
make changes to your site. 

• 

 Figure 7. The Google Sites Site permissions menu 
item.

Figure 8. The Google Sites Sharing settings window.

Figure 4. A new Google Sites wiki.
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• Private, which means that only those with whom you 
have shared the wiki site can view it, and only those
with Collaborator rights can edit it. This is the most
secure level of access, but it also removes your class
wiki from the public Web and stops interchange with
anyone outside your class.

Conclusion

 As you can see, then, within a quarter of an hour you can 
have a wiki site up, running, and shared with your class. You 
will likely edit the site all semester as you think of new ways 
to use it, but you can easily start your classes with an attrac-
tive, engaging, functioning wiki. We think you should try it. 
We think you’ll enjoy it, and we know your students will.  
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